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Abstract
Experience is seen as a fact or evidence of engaging in doing something e.g. learned a lesson in the classroom, work engagement experience and painful experiences such as a scene of difficulties in work-related activity or event. The experiences of the industries in the employability of graduates are widely explored to build on descriptive research approach geared to examine the employability skills close to the Nigerian context and linkages between universities-industries. The National Youths Service Corps experiences help graduates to know various kinds of industrial practices, work ethics, and integrate the importance of theoretical knowledge gained from the university and incorporate into industrial practice. Extra curricula training experience in university-industry linkages help graduates to perform very effectively and efficiently in some special skills. Internship and modern uses of technological experience help to advance career development in a particular environment and help to know the newest technologies relevant to the industry. This study recommends that universities and industries should enhance linkages among management boards, foster strategic plans and directions, collaborates on research, and create policies for the effective governance of industries linkages for promoting an important institutional approach to build industries linkages. Finally, Universities should improve in various strategies such as offering work experience, work-related learning and employability skills modules, ready for work events, as well as involving industry employers in course design and delivery.
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Introduction
Experience records concurrently of business, organization and work-related encounter of individual life come into contact to meet his/her confrontation of work challenges and solutions. Experience is a skill or knowledge gain in a specific work activity engaged for a very long time or short period. Experience is seen as facts or evidence of engaging in a particular job, event,
knowledge and feelings that make an individual life or character. According to Kolb (1984) defines experiential learning as a process of gaining knowledge created from the transformation of experience. The theory stated that results forms by creating and transforming the experience. Kolb’s theory outlines four levels of experience as concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization and active experimentation. Nigerian government has entered into various initiatives to enhance the framework for the development of science and technology (S&T), and the initiative has linkages through public-private partnership (PPP), IT link with industry, and Entrepreneurship studies. The graduates’ career engagement fosters high impact in the engagement of graduate to proactive and committed to the standard which will enable sourcing, attracting, retaining and engaging suitably qualified graduates into the work ethics. Industrial training foster to nurture, develop, manage, and gain a skilful graduate link with opportunities to industries and employ a resourceful industrial workforce. University links with the government to enhance sources of public funding to enable improvement in technology transfer and human training activities. University education is the process that details the need for training of skills; and the importance of the conceptualized dynamic characteristics; and benefits of acquiring more knowledge to enable the graduates to improve in the work-place and obtain job security in the labour market. The factors that enhance university and industry experience is the organizational structure of universities have been seen as essentials in the technology transfer performance Bercovitz et al., (2001). It was noted that geographical location also contributes to the development of linkages between universities and industries as an aspect of motivating factor. The quality of university education is the most essential issue for industries to engage with universities in the region Vedovello (1997); Laursen and Satlter (2011). The issue of science and technology has gained momentum in enhancing competitive advantage in improving graduate entrepreneurial and employability skills and resolving specific requirement Wilson (2012). The curriculum framework mapped to address the issues of six core human resources development component is designed to be self-directed and self-paced, structured on an open entry; open exit basis to meet the people’s needs such as research consistency which is the difference in aim and objective that focuses on industrial issues Dierdonck and Debackere (1988); Ditzel (1998); Fassin (2000). Research in different organizational structure and policy has given attention to the industry that commercializes inventions rather than focuses on the issues relating to the university Caroline and Jeannette (2011). University education is a process that focuses on the training of employability skill and industrial work-related activities that enhance graduates’ creativity of upholding potential strategic approach to job security and improved performance in the workplace. Michael and Alok (2002); Timothy et al., (2007) believes that the critical evaluation of the university and industry linking performance helps to evaluate, assess and determine individual competence on the job performance of graduates which tend to secure or currently holds a job.

**Aim and Statement of the Problem**

Experience is seen as facts or evidence of engaging in a particular job, event, knowledge and feelings that make an individual life or character. University-Industry linkage through
Internships refers to a university student that engages to develop their skills in a particular industry within one-three months to enable the student to improve in the work opportunities. The universities have been consistently enrolling and turning out graduates in recent times meanwhile, most of these graduates have remained unemployed over year. Gabriel E.E, (2013) there is a need for partnership in the successful implementation of entrepreneurial education. African universities, especially Nigeria has been criticized of the poor state of the university and industry linkages; and universities are taking bold steps to maintain and accept means of providing and strengthening institutional ability to support linkages with industry and expand their productive sector Ginies and Mazurelle (2010); Timyambe (2004). However, there is a vacuumed over the experiences possessed by Nigerian graduates which are attributed to lack of basic training capacity, the deficit in infrastructure and poor funding of Nigerian universities. The linkages between National Directorate of Employment (NDE) with universities and industries are very important link to broaden the range of their demand and supply in the labour market, organized and analyzed information to enhance effective communication and collaboration with other graduates’ experiences of diverse capacities, skills and competencies in the industries. Therefore, the current research looks into the industry and university experience in linkages on how educational training affect the employability of Nigerian graduates in the workforce and tend to address it.

Research questions
1. What experiences graduates should acquire to function well in the labour market?
2. How do universities and industries experiences relate to employability?
3. How do university and industry linkages strategies?

Literature Review
The researchers would establish valid questions that have not been explained in the previous literature that connects with university education and graduates industrial work experience. University education boards should enhance and introduce graduate career development and industrial linkages to foster productivity in the workplace.

Conceptual Framework

![Conceptual Framework Diagram]

Figure 2: 1 Conceptual Frame Work and Purpose for the Study
This study is based on existing research of collaborative theory of employability proposed by Aloysius et al., (2018). The universities and industries linkages were strategized to bridge the gap on scope and scale of industry placement programs and how levels of mobility between university research and industrial sector explain to employers need to be open to collaborative and share expertise. The University provides professional development courses to improve core competencies, enhance job performance, and encourage personal growth for university graduates and their employer’s. The linkages between universities education and industries encourage important work experiences, enhancing graduates’ motivation and development of the core skills, technical skills, and good qualities. Graduates learn new skills, training and new technological induction to focus on what is traditionally been known as education. Employability development includes: the development of employability attributes; work experience; the development of self-promotional and career development and management skills; a willingness to learn and reflect on learning. The ability of industries to use their technologies and innovate, forcing industries to seek out other industrial adaptations. Experience is seen as facts or evidence of engaging in a particular job, event, knowledge and feelings that make an individual life or character. Work Experiences help graduates to be exposed, and discover some important future career development to enhance professionalism in decision making, networking and gain employment.

Graduate Career Development

Graduate career development forms the part and parcel of human resource development aim at developing people and assisting industries to attract, develop and retain graduates. Filipinos et al. (2013); Allen et al., (2009); and Aloysius et.al. (2018) stated that career development and enhancement is anchored on some special qualities such as traits, social skills, personal attributes, and technical knowledge seen as a degree of qualifying to enhance training and career development. The privilege for graduates to envisage in the industries are very essential types of career development through extra training experiences and work placement that can enhance graduates to be prospective and future-oriented professional or expertise in technical works based on the positive choice and authentication of understanding of various occupations Mann et al., (2016); Baker Dearing Educational Trust (2017). According to Aloysius I. O (2013) stated that empowerment refers to the enhancement of graduates’ autonomy for decision makings. The study stipulated that empowering of graduates enhance personal qualities such as responsibility, self-confidence, self-control, social skill, honesty, integrity, adaptability, flexibility, team spirit, punctuality, efficiency, self-directedness, good work attitude, good grooming, cooperation, self-motivation and self-management. Lubitsch and Smith (2007) stipulated that there is a need to change from psychological contract to job security to promote good job relation among the skillful job seekers and sustain through career development experience to enhance good performance towards effective and efficient means of talent experts. Sual, Lakewood and David (2015) stipulated that talent development has increased in terms of training of human resource development, improved performance, innovation, learning and development, workplace learning and performance has integrated into talent development
sustainable management skills to foster graduates or individual team and industrial development. According to Aloysius, Ismail, Suandi, and Arshad, (2018) university provide professional development courses to improve core competencies, enhance job performance, and encourage personal growth for university graduates and their employers.

Graduate Experience and Engagement in the Industry

The increase of global workforce has brought about mobility and perception of the employers on employability issues, expecting more than required from employees. This issue of employability is focused on the industry to adopt into a business investment plan to enhance graduates’ engagement and foster quality improvement. The employability in the industry really requires graduates who are psychologically enhancing work-related activities towards work role in the industries. According to Aloysius I. O (2019) employability development includes the development of employability attributes; work experience; the development of self-promotional and career development and management skills; a willingness to learn and reflect on learning. Edge Foundation (2017) stated that it is a very essential criterion for curricula and qualification engender to foster graduates access for conceptual, theoretical, and technical skills learning that tailored on creativity and technological innovation that would be used to retain a potential applicant in the industry. The graduate's career engagement fosters high impact in the engagement of graduate to proactive and committed to the standard which will enable sourcing, attracting, retaining and engaging suitably qualified graduates into the work ethics. Aloysius, Ismail, Suandi, Arshad (2018) stated the collaboration between graduates’ engagement and employability skill has indicated a high level of engagement to really perform better than the ones with small or low engagement. Busby et al., (1997) stated that placement appraisal in tourism management among graduates require experience, accept responsibility, greater maturity, self-confidence, diagnosis and give solution to problems, develop attitudes and career aspiration.

Graduates Industrial Training

Industrial Training is a program that helps graduates to learn particular skills or gain a specific knowledge that will improve the performance of graduates in securing future or already made job opportunities, industrial rule and regulation at different advantages of fostering training and development. Edge Foundation (2017) stated that it is very essential to enhance good curriculum and qualifications that ensure that graduates quality access conceptual, theoretical and technical training that foster on creativity and innovation. Industrial training foster to nurture, develop, manage, and gain a skilful graduate link with opportunities to industries and employ a resourceful industrial workforce. Past literature shows that experience in industrial training may be determined by the kinds of individual perception, organizational attributes and industrial training on student generic skills development Leornard and Kenneth (1999); Martin et al. (1999); Nill and Schibrowsky (2005); Rolf et al., (2009) ; Kuritz and Hillsman (2011); Smith and Hume (2005). Industrial training is a very essential business proposal interested in constant training and practice that are effective and efficient to engage graduates in on-job
training that would make graduates to have strong decision making into the industrial culture and mainly rely on human resource management activities. Watts (2006) stipulated that career development and learning were not fully represented at the university education and employability operation, and the main contending factors in the management development comprise of promotion for internal. Busby et al, (1997) stated that the industry should enhance adequate supervision for the task assigned to industrial training. Jackson (2015) argues that collaboration exists in the work experience and employability are based on industry value of graduates who have anticipated in the work experience programs and responses from graduates/student will determine his/her activeness in the work placement programs by identifying the kind of work experiences that will give graduates room or opportunities to enhance solid knowledge based on learning formal classroom condition.

University versus Industry Linkages

It is very important to give opportunities to graduates’ attachments and placements in the production industry as means of universities link up with industries Homma and Attalage (2008); Munyoki et al. (2011). The Nigerian universities were seeking to establish a very strong link between professional skill training and employer’s in the local industries through expertise to help shape, update and advance school curriculum course design. TETFund Act of 2011 was introduced in Nigeria to administer and disburse the fund from Federal and State Educational Institution for provision and maintenance of infrastructure for teaching and learning, material and equipment, research and publication, staff training and development, improvement of quality and maintenance of a high standard of educational institutions. University and industry linkages are of different kinds and include different varieties of engagement such as R & D, training and curriculum development, and consultancy Martin (2000). Universities aimed at enhancing consultancy and business-related service e.g. Test and certification Basant and Chandra (2007). National System of Innovation NSI (1997) frame stipulated that innovation involved the collective process of industry-university linkages; create research centres, government agencies support and other stakeholders Goransson and Brundeius (2011). NIS model consists of economic and institutional structures of countries that contribute to the development and diversify the use of innovation Edquist (2004). University and industry enhance linkages among management board, foster strategic plan and direction, collaborate on research, create policies for the effective governance of industry linkages for promoting an important institutional approach to build industry linkages Kruss (2008). The vision of enhancing high-quality university teaching and research through foreign recognized university education, which in turn produce graduates with the skills required for local and regional industries, is divided by all national education reform (International Trends in Higher Education 2016–2017). University education was inviting an industrial representative from the different organization to participate actively through formal structures and committees which will help coordinate high ethical status quo in professional and personal life which will undergo for the personal ability of self-directed activities and learning. The industry contributes to defining graduate student research projects that anchor on the factors and challenges of direct interest to industry Boersmaa and Gibbons
(2008). There is a critical situation in university educational training in Nigeria and universities should collaborate in both their school curriculum to be both technical and core skill acquisition to enable graduates/student cope with current workforce demand, acquire core training and skill requirements needed by industries and workforce at large. University support to promote linkages, set up industrial liaison offices, technology transfer offices, technical and business inventive, establish entrepreneurial and Employability Centre, and science part on campuses to enable dissemination of information such as interaction Lundvall (2009).

**Graduates Transfer from University to the Industry**

The conjuncture of time and strategizing individual graduates were in collaborating with training, learning, and the characteristics of the universities educational system which influence and determines the kind of and levels of competences required and acquired by graduates; and expected from their employer's in the industry. This has attracted increasing interest among many researchers who look into the education to work transition of new graduates (Jackson, 2016). The positive impact is the result of modification and change based on experiences of graduates at the university, for example, workplace salary, internship, association and participation of university politics. The competences development encountered during graduation based on the importance of workplace collaboration with experiences after completing the study. The benefit of workplace experiences on the competencies will be exploring to the nature of work task collaboration with the knowledge management, training, learning and work-related activities. The knowledge management experiences are determined by effect and also influenced by the approaches industries is related to accept the demand of their employees. Therefore, skill mismatches imply the capacity of industries to enhance technologies and innovation, influencing industries to look into industrial adaptions. The skills embedded into investment in human resource development, which has become the emergent issues of innovation Estevez-Abe, Iversen, & Soskice (2002).

**Industry Skills Requirement**

There is need of constant learning or lifelong learning as the key of employability among graduates and recommended the following skills to be incorporated as skills required in the workforce such as networking, teamwork, persistence, organization skills, risk-taking, optimism and flexibility is seen as very essential potential and qualities graduates should possess. According to Suleiman (2016); Olivier et al. (2014); and Aloysius et.al., (2018) summarized that skills needed by every industry are regarded as essential skill is required by industrial employer such as foundation skills that are based on theoretical and practical aspect of resolving the emerging skill enhancement and integrated into the system. Aloysius, I.O (2019) stated that employability skills industries were looking for are as follows: Communication skills, Teamwork, Problem solving, Initiative and entrepreneurial skills, Planning and organizing, Self-management, Lifelong learning and adaptability, Technologies such computer skills, information technology skills, and ex-training at work; Leadership skills, Perseverance and motivation. The technical and soft skills should be considered very essential among graduates that will give them an open door
to enter in university career development to begin to develop career specialization when they have employment.

Woldegiorgie et al. (2015), as well as Babes (2009), were of the opinion that globalization is the major economies that were engaged in acquiring substantial learning anchored on denotative knowledge that will emancipate the kind of acquiring skill in education, training, development of lifelong learning, and innovation. Wilson (2012) stated the importance of work placement, work experiences, internships and industry's initiative based on developing the relevant skills and potential required in the labor market for employment. Employability skills among graduates maybe seen or predicted, if the important requirement for recruitment exercise is lacked, meanwhile the unemployed graduates with little hope of looking and finding a job will be considered in less welfare and will struggle to survived, while employed graduates with highly employed skills will gain more income and will have job security Aloysius et. al., (2018). Creasy's (2013) explained and collaborates with this approach by indicating that the industry's want graduates with good educational background such as (content) demonstrative skill (capability) and personal attributes (character). The major transition is from student to entrepreneurial engagement and business advancement is to meet the need of organization want.

Method / Materials

According to Vickie and Clinton (2012), a qualitative descriptive approach needs to be the design of choice when a straight forward description of a phenomenon is desired. Parahoo (1997) stated that a research design is a plan that describes what, how, when and where data is collected and analyzed. Thus, this study focuses on target group such as graduates, Universities and Industries in the southeast of Nigeria; and the data generation approach involves typical individual or focuses group interviews with an inquiry of semi-structured guides. The management of faculties form the first participants as category (A), human resource management of Nigeria Industries form the second participants as category(B) and employed graduates from the third participants as category (C). The transcripts were analyzed in two stages: Stage 1 - a thematic analysis form the underpinning issues raised within the interview. Therefore, the experiences of the industry in the employability of graduates are widely explored to build on descriptive research approach which gear to examine the graduates experience close to the Nigerian context and linkages between university-industry contexts.

Sampling Strategies

According to Vickie and Clinton (2012) the use of sampling in a qualitative descriptive design, virtually any purposeful sampling technique may be used and other qualitative research design, the goal is to obtain cases deemed rich in information for the purpose of saturating the data.
Participants of the Study

The major participants of the study were a total number of twelve; four members of employed graduates, four members of university management of faculties at universities and four members of industrial managers of Nigerian Industries. The selection criteria of these three (focus group) informants were based on the focus of the research ethics, to enable the researcher to get the in-depth by the live experience of the participants such as graduates, university’s management of faculties and industry’s managers.

Table 3:2 Categorizations of Informatics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category / Descript of Informatics</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>No of informants</th>
<th>Contributions for RQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A       University Participants</td>
<td>Dean of Faculties</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1, 2, 3 &amp; 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B       Industry Participants</td>
<td>Industry Managers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1, 2, 3 &amp; 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C       Graduates Participants</td>
<td>Employed Graduates</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1, 2, 3 &amp; 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Participants</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Analysis

The data analysis was elaborated because it was descriptive and the focal point of every research design. The process started during the time interviews were conducted until data saturation emerges. The transcription of the interviews was analyzed adopting interview protocols, ethics and text language to enhance good findings to the experiences of university and industry linkages in employability skills Nigerian graduates should possess at the workforce. Immediately after the data was transcribed, and coded, the researcher analyzed, interpreted and verified. The act of transcribing the interviews would assist the study to enhance good understanding of the research from the perspective of listening and reading the transcription of the interviews on the perspective of university-industry experience in linkages and employability of Nigerian graduates. Field and Morse (1996) stated that data analysis help to identify an individual that plays a major role such as understanding, synthesizing and theorizing. The act includes a process of checkmating validity by relooking into the transcribed words and emergent sub-themes again to know if the researcher has really verified or modified the interview research questions to suit the previous amendment as was advised by reviewer members. The researcher was recommended to look into the experiences of the entire university-industry representative and employed graduate participants, and the researcher engaged again with all the participants to ask a question of their experiences in the work-place and problem encountered. Qualitative descriptive design is applied to describe what, how, when and where data is collected and analyzed. Thematic analyses help to comprehend the individual experience of fact or reality in a deep explanation to get an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon in question. The theme is arranged into categories/subcategories from most prevalent to the least prevalent themes and sub-themes.
Discussions and Findings

There is recognition of the full range of benefits to be gained from both 'work-based' practice and work-related' experience; this will strengthen the overall employability provision for the graduates. Live design briefs, industry competitions, case studies, simulations, role plays, discussions, presentations, workshops, Industrial training, internship, and mentoring, etc. are all ways to involve industries directly with graduates/student on campus. The activities available at the university should support graduates' personal development beyond the curriculum.

Experiences Graduates Should Acquire to Work Effectively

There is a series of training that will foster graduate experience to enable them to familiarize with work ethic in the labour market. Universities in Nigeria link with industries through different programs such as computer training skills, entrepreneurial training, student industrial work experience scheme, and after graduation graduate is sent to (NYSC) National Youth Service Corps.

"Aisha"-Industrial training foster to nurture, develop, manage, and gain a skilful graduates link with opportunities of industries to employ a resourceful industrial workforce.

Past literature shows that experience in industrial training may be determined by the kinds of individual perception Leornard and Kenneth (1999); Martin et al. (1999); Nill and Schibrowsky (2005); Rolf et al., (2009) and organizational attributes Kuritz and Hillsman (2011); Smith and Hume (2005). The aim of the employability action plan is to provide a simple record of each departmental area of specialization that can be potentially shared internally and externally as appropriate and used to target further support and resources where needed. Green et al. (2013) stated the importance of employability and it similarities of the major employability frameworks, adding to support the system to structure newly reviewed employability framework that enabling support factors seen as individual factors like circumstances; such as industrial practice; (SIWES) or internship, on job training and workshop or seminar at local contextual factors and macro-level factors. Internships refer to a university student that engages to develop their skills in a particular industry within one-three months to enable the student to improve in the work opportunities. Therefore, the maximum experiences gained from work are required for close communication between the University Centre for Employability and will increase industrial demand in the curriculum development and training Chillas et al., (2015).

"Emma" Industrial training in Nigeria or SIWES (Student Industrial Work Experience Scheme) was established to enable graduates to acquire some work experiences before graduation. The (SIWES) help graduates to be exposed, and discover some important future career development to enhance professionalism in decision making and networking. It is exposure and opportunity to help graduates explore into the industrial work experience and do the practical aspect of what is learnt in the university.
Jackson (2015) argues that collaboration exists in the work experiences and employability are based on industry's value of graduates who have anticipated in the work experiences programs and responses from graduates /student will determine his/her activeness in the work placement programs. National University Commission was introduced to foster qualitative education, develop student positive attitudes, and improve the economy, technological and industrial development in Nigeria (NUC) 2007.

"Aliyu" Graduates experiences refer to the work-related activities that will enhance improvement in the industry. This refers to engagement such as university-industry training collaboration that helps to train graduates in some special skills or work-related training. It is an encounter that will expose graduates to the world of work such as on-job training, IT or internship, workshop, and seminar.

It is important to note that work placement, work experiences, internships and industry-based initiative help graduate to transfer some relevant skills acquired from the university to the labour market for employment. Therefore, there is a transfer of those skills graduate has learnt from the universities to the world of work. This study focused on exploring the industry's and university's experiences in education and employability among Nigerian graduates in the workforce. Wilson (2012) stated the importance of work placement, work experiences, internships and industry's based initiative that is anchored on developing the relevant skills and potentials required in the labour market for employment. This study defines experience as an observation of what happens in real life and has to do with practical encounter derived from participation or engagement in something, eg. work experience, and graduates IT experience. The findings show that experience graduates should possess to function well in the labour market is below:

Table 4.1: Experience Graduates Should Acquire to Work Effectively in the Industries

1. IT experience during studentship at the university gives an important practical exposure, skills and assists in becoming a successful professional IT graduate with good work attitudes.

2. NYSC experience helps graduates to know various kinds of industrial practices, work ethics, and integrates the importance of theoretical knowledge gained from the university and incorporates into practice.

3. Extra curricula training experience in university-industry training help to enhance effective and efficient graduates in some special skills.
4. Internship/modern uses of technological experience help to advance career development in a particular environment and help to know the newest technologies relevant to the industry.

5. Workshop training and Student Industrial Work Experiences Scheme (SIWES) were meant to prepare both graduates and undergraduates to be familiar with industrial work and acquire competence.

6. Work induction experience to adapt to industrial rule and regulation at different advantages of fostering training and development to enable graduates acquired excellent work practice.

7. On-job training experience foster to nurture, develop, manage, and gain a skilful graduates link with opportunities of industries to employ a resourceful industrial workforce.

Universities and Industries Experiences Relating to Employability

There is a link which exists among employability of university graduates and that of industrial training; learning through different extracurricular activities, graduates ought to acquire in the university programs Sumanasiri et al. (2015).

"Alex "University and industry experience are the most essential part of career development and growth. Industrial training is a very essential business proposal interested in constant training and practice that are effective and efficient to engage graduates in on-job training that would make graduates to have strong decision making into the industrial culture.

The privilege for graduates to envisage in the industries are very essential types of career development through extra training, work experiences and placement that can enhance graduates to be prospective and future-oriented professional. Benson et al., (2013) stated that social skill and inherent personal traits are more essential that technical or a degree qualification as results of these traits are pivotal to enhance training and career development.

"Aliyu" industrial work experience scheme was established to enhance the linkage between university and industrial collaboration for three to six months to prepare the graduate/student to be familiarized with the industrial job and integrated what they have learnt in the university to the world of world.

The (SIWES) is a very important future of career development to enhance professionalism in decision making and networking. It gives the opportunity to help explore the industrial work experience and do the practical aspect of what is learnt in the university. It helps to gain a
placement and retained graduates after (SIWES) program to form part and parcel of the Nigeria Breweries. Nairn and Panelli (2009); Jorri n-Abella n' et al., (2008); Francis, Ong’ayo & Adams (2018) has looked into the vicarious experience as effective to support the description of the context. However, through the research investigations and responses from informants' interview identifies how universities and industries experience relating to employability are as follows:

- Universities and industries share a responsibility to prepare graduate student to be familiarized with an industrial job and integrated what they have learnt in the university.
- Universities and industries experiences are the most essential part of career development and growth.
- The privilege for graduates to envisage in the industries are very essential types of career development through extra training, work experiences and placement that can enhance graduates to be prospective and future-oriented professional.
- It's embedding the development of employability skills into universities curriculum and linkages to industrial work experience.

The finding of this study was supported by previous studies by Jackson (2015) argues that collaboration exists in the work experiences and employability is based on the industrial value of graduates who have anticipated in the work experiences programs. Contextual factors influencing work experience and learning facilitation Ellinger and Cseh (2007), it examined the means of indicating self-efficiency, outcome expectation, and identify input aligned with contextual factors collaborated with job experience and satisfaction.

**Universities and Industries Linkages Strategies**

Universities and industries linkage have different kinds and includes different varieties of engagement such as R & D, training and curriculum development, and consultancy Martin (2000). University and industry have liaised together to boost industrial based research whereby the research will be carried out at a particular industry. Nigerian universities have formed various kind of partnership, private partnership, IT link with industry, and entrepreneurship studies.

"Lili" Nigerian government has entered into various initiatives to enhance the framework for the development of science and technology (S&T), and the initiative has linkages through public-private partnership (PPP), IT link with industry, and Entrepreneurship studies. University links with the government to enhance sources of public funding to enable improvement in technology transfer and human training activities.
The scope and scale of industrial placement programs show how levels of mobility ensure universities and industries research sectors explain to employers the need to be open to collaborate and share expertise opportunities. Universities aim at enhancing consultancy and business-related service e.g. test and certification Basant and Chandra (2007). National System of Innovation NSI (1997) frame stipulated that innovation involves a collective process of industry-university linkages, create research centres, government agencies support and other stakeholders Goransson and Brundeius (2011); Kasasbeh (2018). NSI model consists of the economic and institutional structure of a country that contributes to the development and diversifies the use of innovation Edquist (2004).

"Tracie," Nigerian universities have linkages with industries through (SIWES) programs, whereby every undergraduate's student in Engineering or sciences in Nigerian universities have to go for student industrial work experience scheme programs at their 300 level.

Past studies indicated that many Nigeria universities lack material resources and expertise to manage industry and university linkage in technological transfer effectively; few universities in Nigeria engage in the transfer of knowledge through university and industry linkages Jansen (2002); Adeoji (2009); Munyoki et al., (2011). However, graduates can equally link between the theory and practical, but it was not well utilized, harmonized and administered because of inadequate linkages between universities- industries. Education is used to play a vital role in many ways for improving human capital development, enhance industrial productivity, foster livelihood of people, embrace new technologies, create parents and citizenship awareness, attitudes, skills and encourage linkages among regional and global development, curb economic, social and environmental challenges Birger and Ruth (2013).

"Aisha" Industrial experiences in training, foster to nurture, develop, manage, and gain a skilful graduates link with opportunities of industries to employ a resourceful industrial workforce. There are various kinds of training that will foster graduate experience to enable them familiarized with work ethic in the labor market such as extra curriculum training, on-job, IT training, internship, and workshop. Universities in Nigeria link with industries through different programs such as computer training skills, entrepreneurial training skills, student industrial work experience scheme and (NYSC) National Youth Service Corps.

Gibson (2014) who proposed that ELVIS model of employability was institutionalized to anchor on employability for collaborating university education system, business enterprises and ecosystem; admiring resources value, invention and innovation approach, Student Centre for Employability and Entrepreneurial Development. The study findings are as follows:

- The study indicates that universities enhance employability skills in their curriculum, but most of their teaching is based on theory due to lack of government funding on education,
lack of support in technological skills development and there is no new current trend on infrastructural development among universities.

- The study shows that there is an enhancement between university and industry in Nigeria regard to the share of the partnership in IT and entrepreneurial training, but the enhancement was not well collaborated.

- The study identified inadequate linkages among universities management and industrial employer to share expert knowledge.

Evers et al. (1998) said that university education should link with the industry by adopting the important support measure that will enable skill equipment facilities to enhance good qualitative education in general that would enhance employability skills into the academic curriculum. The link between industries and universities was established by enhancing some research Centre in some of the universities to collaborate with undergraduates to enable them to enhance their qualities and acquire a skill that will help them to function well in the labor market. The best option of enhancing skills requirements is through linkages between industry and university collaboration which depends on the kind of activity or other benefits of collaboration that can be enriched between the two bodies such as: reducing costs, using a multidisciplinary approach, collaborators reputation, experts in a particular field Draghici et al., (2015).

**Conclusions and Recommendations**

Universities in Nigeria link with industries through different programs such as computer training skills, entrepreneurial training, student industrial work experience scheme, and after graduation graduate is sent to (NYSC) National Youth Service Corps. The National Youths Service Corps experiences help graduates to know various kinds of industrial practices, work ethics, and integrate the importance of theoretical knowledge gained from the university and incorporates into practice. Industrial Training experience during studentship at the university gives an important practical exposure, skills and assists in becoming a successful professional IT graduate with good work attitudes. Extra curricula training, Internship and modern uses of technological experience help to advance career development in a particular environment and help to know the newest technologies relevant to the industry. Workshop training and Student Industrial Work Experiences Scheme (SIWES) were meant to prepare both graduates and undergraduates to be familiar with industrial work and acquire competence. On-job training experience foster to nurture, develop, manage, and gain a skilful graduates link with opportunities of industries to employ a resourceful industrial workforce. The study shows that linkages between National Directorate of Employment (NDE) with universities and industries are very important link to broaden the range of their demand and supply in the labour market, organize and analyze information to enhance effective communication and collaboration with other graduates of diverse capacities, skills and competencies in Nigeria. Therefore, the experiences of the industry
In the employability of graduates are widely explored to build on descriptive research approach which gear to examine the employability skills close to the Nigerian context and linkages between university-industry. Moreover, there are universities and industrial linkages in student industry training attachments, but the linkage was not synergized to enhance good performance. The university and industry linkage is embedded in the school curriculum, but the linkages are not strategized because of infrastructural problem to make practice. Exclusively, universities experiences are lack of government inadequate support such as funding, and Industries experiences are lack of inadequate linkage in Industry Training attachment. This study recommends that universities and industries should enhance linkages among management boards, foster strategic plans and directions, collaborates on research, and create policies for the effective governance of industry linkages for promoting an important institutional approach to build industry linkages. Finally, Universities should improve in various strategies such as offering work experiences, work-related learning and employability skills modules, ready for work events, as well as involving industrial employers in course design and delivery.
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